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Immediate release

TYPHOON: UPDATE ON MONEXCO PROJECT
Laval, Canada November 25, 2008 – Typhoon Exploration Inc. (« Typhoon ») announce an update
of the 2008 exploration works on the Monexco property in Quebec.
Following the 2007 works, a detailed photo-structural study was realized and integrated into a 2D
Gocad compilation of the whole property. This compilation allowed noticing the influence of
structure N40E in staircase in the corridor of River France and the possibility of repeating the same
association towards the N-E (structural assembly in level).
Typhoon has undertaken several works to verify this structural hypothesis. The following works
were realized:
•
•
•
•
•

Prospecting and sampling of targets pre-established during the compilation
Stripping of the targets
Channel sampling and detailed mapping
Additional line cutting in the East and North-east area
Additional survey of PP on the new line cutting.

Typhoon is currently finalizing the data compilation of these works and the results will be available
soon.
Mr. Robert Gagnon, P. Geo., Technical Advisor, a Qualified Person as defined by National
Instrument 43-101, supervised the preparation of the information in this news release.
The common shares of Typhoon Exploration are listed on the Venture Stock Exchange
under the symbol «TOO».
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